by Lilian Mengesha
Before there was Canada 150, there was the Columbus Quincentenary in 1992. Before that, there was the Canadian Centennial of 1967, accompanied by the extravagant and cutting-edge Expo '67, a "category one" world's fair held in Montreal. Th ese twentieth-and twenty-fi rst-century commemorations, along with many others, were large-scale spectacles of nationalist display that adeptly and simultaneously included and disregarded the fi rst peoples of the settler nations of Canada and the United States. For example, in a move aimed to prevent resistance to the Columbus Quincentenary, George H. W. Bush issued Proclamation 6407, a document that declared 1992 the "Year of the American Indian" and ostensibly celebrated Native contributions to US history. Here, we encounter a double-move: Native Americans become included within a settler-national history under the banner of multiculturalism, while managing to also eclipse Indigenous sovereignty. During these public and federally funded events of marked time, how do we bear witness to the enduring yet unrecognized people and environments, such as the water and the land? How do we commemorate the millennia that waters have existed? Th e 2005 video installation Fountain by Rebecca Belmore, which premiered at the fi fty-fi rst Venice Biennale, illustrates an aesthetic and embodied engagement with water's history. Hailed as "the fi rst aboriginal woman of North America to represent a country," Canada's selection of Belmore and the "fi rsting" role placed upon her performed a making of another inclusive modernity, much like Proclamation 6407. In this eleven-minute recorded performance and video installation, the acclaimed Anishinaabe artist engages intensely with water and blood. Linking together geological forms of time, Anishinaabe conceptions of place, and the burden of representation, this essay critiques the damaging force of what White Earth Ojibwe historian Jean O'Brien has called "fi rsting," the reiterative processes of a non-Native modernity based on a myth of extinction. While Fountain , as an aesthetic work, resisted such forces of fi rsting through its attention to place, the heightened attention to Belmore becoming a "fi rst" evokes a long history of indexing modernity through Native diff erence.
In the context of the fi fty-fi rst Biennale, Belmore being the "fi rst" First Nations person to represent Canada forges a border of modernity, a localized before and a global after that declares an Anishinaabe woman can represent her settler nation. Founded in 1895 and held during odd-numbered years, the Venice Biennale shares the same origins and was modelled after international fairs, such as the Columbus Exposition of 1893, followed by the Paris World's Fair of 1889 and the Olympics of 1896. Created to activate the Venetian economy under a newly unifi ed Italy, the Biennale was fi rst created as a government incentive to boost tourism and reinvigorate Italian arts within a European milieu (West 428) . Now, the Biennale is privately owned and better known for its international pavilions featuring the highest-calibre artists. And yet, according to Canadian pop sociologist Sarah Th ornton, the Biennale still bears the stain of its late nineteenthcentury origins:
Th e Venice Biennale is like a three-ring-or three hundred ring-circus. In the center spotlight is the master of ceremonies, the director of the biennale, a rotating position occupied by a senior curator who oversees two international expeditions where the artists are meant to represent themselves rather than a country. . . . Battling for recognition in the second ring of the circus are seventy-six national pavilions that fl aunt the work of the artists of their countries, usually in the form solo shows. Th ey contribute to the continuous myth-making process that gives history its more defi nite shapes: they help to create, modify, or sanction the public meanings attached to historical events deemed worthy of celebration" (Truillot 116). In considering Fountain, Belmore asks us to take the perspective of water's time, which a recent 2014 study claims is 4.6 billion years old (Cleeves et al.) . In this case, commemorations, fairs, and biennales seem insignifi cant, a mere blip on an indeterminate loop of repeating events. Importantly, Fountain is not an encounter with the live body of the "fi rst aboriginal woman to represent North America," but rather a video projected through a cascading façade of water.
In the video installation of Fountain, made specifi cally for the Biennale, Belmore brings the waters of Vancouver to the fl oating/ sinking city of Venice. Th e camera pans to a grey coastal scene: the sky and the water share the same dreary and dull hue. As the camera glides over the sand toward the water, we see a large pyre burst into fl ames, and a woman struggling in the water, immersed up to her waist. She grips a thirty-seven-litre bucket, and it seems to pull her down, intensifying her wrestle with its weight. She struggles with the bucket's load, carrying not only water, but also the weight of water's history. Unprepared to swim, Belmore wears a soaked long sleeve shirt and trousers, as if in the water by accident. Stumbling, she manages to carry the bucket out of the water in which she was wading. A beat passes and she hurls the contents of the bucket at the screen, blacking out the camera's eye. Black liquid comes in waves, and only when it drips down the frame do we see that it is not water, but blood.
Belmore's video performance refuses the neutrality of water's usage. She wrestles with the weight of water's history, quite literally. In the context of the Venice Biennale and her participation as an Anishinaabe woman, water carries multifaceted signifi cations. First, this particular setting of Iona Beach indexes a space of human waste, a site "where the city's sewage is released into the ocean" (Martin) . In her research for the performance, Belmore details her own thinking behind the use of water as sharing an intimate connections with Anishinaabe traditional beliefs "about the power of the underwater world." She states: "Traditionally the world is thought to rest on water and the underwater world is full of spiritual powers that need to be respected" (26). Water is central to Vancouver and Venice, as well as Belmore's ancestral lands now known as Ontario. Between Europe and the Americas, water was the route through which imperial powers colonized Native lands. Oceans became the unmarked graveyard for countless bodies stolen and transported against their will in the transatlantic slave trade. In these waters, refugees risked their lives. Th e movement on water and the movement of water are part of an ecological memory of dispossession. Water's history is heavy. What would it mean to not only think through the history of water, but to commemorate the millennia-old element?
Like Canada 150, biennales unwittingly reproduce public vocabularies of discovery and colonial conquest through the guise of aesthetics. Belmore's selection as the fi rst Aboriginal woman to represent Canada was one kind of commemorative event that disjointedly celebrates the debut of an artist of the nation of Canada, at the same time that her very presence subverts Canada's representative power. World's fairs frequently displayed Indigenous subjects as the object of art and representative ecology of wealthy nations, rather than the stewards and inhabitants of it. For example, in the 1889 Paris Exhibition, shortly following the Venice Biennale's founding, Mexican pseudo-scientists displayed the heads of Apache Indians in their lavish exhibitions of the new nation's progressive hygiene (Tenorio-Trillo 148). Th us, Belmore's position as "fi rst Aboriginal artist" invited to participate in the Biennale underscores a long history of nineteenth-century exclusion of Indigenous people from a category of modernity. Only in 2005, 110 years after the Biennale's founding, could Belmore represent Aboriginal makers of artistic work rather than Aboriginal people as objects of artistic representation. To think through deep time is to be alive to the heterogeneous character of time: alive to the fact that while for you 'fi ve hundred years ago' may be beyond the pale of memory, for another it is a raw reality in whose snare we still live, alive to the fact that for many, time ebbs and fl ows to a pace quite other than a Swiss clock. (116) In a performance lens, Lane argues that "deep time allows us to think about an idea of extension that is not spatial, but temporal; a means to think about 'occupation'-in every sense of the wordthat is less about territory and more about performance" (117). Belmore's performance repertoire remains present to the "raw reality" of settler-colonial history, while the Biennale's interpellation of her as a "fi rst" hails the artist into a longer history of Native bodies on display. Fountain actively works to interrupt this kind of "fi rsting." Unique to Belmore's participation in such a spectacular and increasingly global event is her attention to place. In an era of coercive identifi cation with terms like "global citizen," being of a place and paying close attention to place disrupts the exhibition's attempt to be everywhere and nowhere at the same time, to be what French philosopher Michel Foucault would call a heterotopia. Disorienting in their curation and arrangement of diverse and unrelated artists and performances, the Biennale, like a heterotopia, is "capable of juxtaposing in a single real place,"-Venice-"several sites that are in themselves incompatible" (Foucault 6 ). Foucault's key examples of heterotopias are museums, gardens, and the theatre, since the same stage delivers "a whole series of places that are foreign to one another" (6). While Belmore states that she aims to "speak to an audience that is beyond [her] own boundaries" she comes from a "very specifi c place, as we all do." Her place, she states, "is that of a North American aboriginal woman who found her way and is bringing her version of a fountain to the fl oating city of Venice" (27). Fountain , a video performance deeply attuned to place, challenges the Biennale's heterotopic compulsions by meditating on the shared histories of water between the two shores of Vancouver and Venice.
For many Native communities, knowing a people's story of being and belonging remains contingent upon the intimacies between a people and an environment, what Mohawk/Anishinaabe scholar Vanessa Watts calls "place-thought." Th is is the premise that "the land is alive and thinking and that humans and nonhumans derive agency through the extensions of these thoughts" (Watts 21 Th e video installation of Fountain at the Biennale was projected onto a wall of cascading water, its own iteration on the etymology of fountain-a public gathering space for water. Onlookers had to look through water in order to access the video. Watching the video through water acts as second screen, an ecological reading surface that obscures, though it does not block out, Belmore's performance. In the live viewing, onlookers may have reached out to touch the watery scrim, moving closer to the images projected on the screen behind it. Water elicits a selective haptic relation: people can feel it on their hands but rarely do they want to be fully drenched. Yet to bear witness, to be co-present, to really see Belmore's video without obscurity, she asked viewers to walk through water. Th e façade of water provokes a question: Will you, audience member, traverse the time and distance between us? Th e hydro-screen symbolizes this distance between Canada and Venice, but also its capacity to transport us through elemental force, emotionally and physically. If we return to the time of water, we can consider its ability to hold, remember, value and linger with decomposed parts of the body. Th is is called "residence time." African-American literary scholar Christina Sharpe's impactful In the Wake: Blackness and Being expounds upon the potent force of living in the wake of slavery and the institution's continued unfolding upon black lives. In conversations with her geologist colleague, Anne Gardulski, Sharpe inquires as to how human bodies decay in the ocean. She writes: "Th e amount of time it takes for a substance to enter the ocean and then leave the ocean is called residence time. Human blood is salty; and sodium, Gardulski tells me, has a residence time of 260 million years. And what happened to that energy that is produced in the waters? It continues cycling like atoms in residence time" (41). What of marking time, then, in residence time? Th ough of diff ering historical and sociopolitical backgrounds, both Sharpe and Belmore's work remind us that despite structural erasure and Eurocentric forms of measuring time, the ocean still holds lost bodies in its waters. When Belmore throws blood at the camera's lens, she makes visible this precise blood still cycling in ocean waters.
After every Biennale's cyclical, evolving and expanding circus, like all fairs and national commemorations, the land and the environment engage with the debris of the event's violent markings that both enunciate the faces of power and erase the bodies that made it possible, a power that adorns "the past with certainty" (Truillot 116). Yet Belmore's meditation on the intersections of blood and water requests that viewers take in a much longer sense of time, to think and bear witness to and within residence time. In her own words, Belmore describes her confl icting response to the Biennale selection: "I am being described as the fi rst aboriginal woman of North America to represent a country at Venice. Well, I cannot ignore that North America was cut into three pieces and not very gently. Is that not a long, wide, load of history to bear?" (28). Bearing that weight, in both the performance and as the representative of her settler-colonial nation, Belmore's work attunes us to the shared vulnerability between humans and the elements, between the myth of time and its making of modernity.
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